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With the SAWMA symposium done and dusted, a newly elected SAWMA council
and a second issue of the African Journal of Wildlife Research just being
published, it is time for some SAWMA news. Thanks for the news items received
for this issue and please continue submitting your news and research articles for
publication in the two communication outlets of SAWMA. Thanks also to Michael
Somers who supplied some of the symposium photos– Editor

The annual SAWMA symposium took place from 18 September – 21 September 2016 at
Tzaneen Country Lodge, Limpopo Province. This year’s theme, Sustainable Wildlife
Management: Striking a Balance? provided a good backdrop for relevant research which
was presented under a variety of sub-themes.
In total, 53 full papers were presented, and with the 14 posters, a wide variety of topics
were covered, mostly under the sub theme “Wildlife Management – enhancing scientific
knowledge base.”
A first for this year was the Student Quiz on the first evening. Judging by the positive
feedback, this will certainly be a popular new addition to future symposia. So watch the
space for next year!
Once again there was a good turnout of students and according to the evaluations of the
student presentations the overall standard of the presentations and posters are a certain
indication of the excellent quality of work being done by the younger scientists.
A total of 183 delegates, including single numbers of delegates from Botswana,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Zambia and United States, attended the event. Representation
from the various universities was excellent with a total of 50 students attending. Apart from
the core group of regulars, it was great to have new people supporting the event.
No full proceedings will be published - however the abstracts are available on the SAWMA
website: http://www.sawma.co.za/docs/Programme_Abstract_book.pdf. Feel free to contact
the presenters individually if you need more information. Their contact details are included
with the abstracts. Presenters are invited to submit their papers for publication in the African
Journal of Wildlife Research.
A final thanks to everybody, especially Annemie de Klerk and her team, who contributed to
make the event such a huge success!! We are already looking forward to the next one in
2017!

Annemie de Klerk
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Student Quiz – a game that is meant to stay!

A first at this year’s event was the Student Quiz, under the guidance of Helet Lambrechts from the Department of
Animal Sciences at the University of Stellenbosch. Five student teams entered the quiz: The Jahoolies (University of
Pretoria), The Gene Team (mixed team from the University of the Free State), Google 2.0 (Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University), Team Leeuloop (mixed team from University of Venda) and the A-Team (University of
Pretoria). Some audience members also participated to compare their “strength” with the student teams.
After quite a long battle Team Leeuloop walked away as the overall winners. Congratulations to Antoine Marchal,
Kevin Emslie and Nic Steyn. Thanks to Game Farm/Veeplaas, the official sponsors for the event, each member of
the winning team was awarded with a cash prize of R1000 each after the event. It is clear that this will be an event to
be repeated on a new level next year!

Centre for Wildlife Management: post and present students and lecturers reunion
This year’s symposium was attended by a big group of current and previous students and lecturers from the Centre
for Wildlife Management of the University of Pretoria.

Back row from left: Johan Kruger, Greg Simpson, Maartin Strauss, Isabelle Szott, Tamara Eggeling, Anja Grobler,
Monique Shanahan, Cornelia van Berg, Simone Blomsterberg, Johann-Henning Herbst, Antoine Marchal, Henry
van Lelyvel. Second row: Hanno Kilian, Louise Swemmer, Yolanda Pretorius, Michael Somers, Prof. Koos Bothma,
Gus Mills, Kayleigh Webber, Jeanetta Selier, Harriet Davies-Mostert, Pieter Nel, Winston Pretorius, Jan Venter
Front row: Sylvi Fullard, Kevin Emslie, Kelly Marneweck . Inserts from top: Frans Radloff, Mark Keith, Lizanne
Nel
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SAWMA is proud to announce that we have awarded four silver medals for the
first time ever at the SAWMA symposium Gala Dinner to SAWMA members
nominated for their outstanding contributions in the field of wildlife research
and conservation. We were also extremely fortunate that the award winners
agreed to be the keynote presenters during the event. We hope to see their
presentations published in the African Journal of Wildlife Research.

Prof Norman Owen-Smith

The late Dr Neil Fairall’s award was
received by his son, Kris

Dr Gus Mills

Prof Koos Bothma with Dr Maartin Strauss who
nominated him
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Best Student Presenter prizes:
The student presenters once again proofed their worth as future scientists. (UCT’s students seemed to have
dominated this round!)
Storme Viljoen from UCT was the first prize winner of MSc students and also had the highest individual score of all
students with her presentation, “Prevalence and diversity of tick-borne pathogens in caracals and jackals in humanmodified landscapes.”
The runner up MSc presenter was Jamie Paulse from UWC with the presentation topic: “The diet selection of
extralimital giraffe in Albany Thicket vegetation within the Little Karoo region of South Africa.”
The best presenter in the PhD category was shared by two students, both from UCT:
Marine Drouilly: “Assessing diet, prey preference and niche overlap of sympatric mesocarnivores on farmland versus
a nature reserve.”
Zoë Woodgate: “Framing the Riverine Rabbit (Bunolagus monticularis); modelling camera trap data from the Klein
Karoo.”
The second prize in the PhD category went to Nicola Okes (UCT): “Impacts of urbanization on the distribution, diet
and health of the Cape clawless otter, Aonyx capensis, in the Western Cape, South Africa.”
The winner of the best Poster presentation was Gabriella Leighton (UCT) with Jessica Comley (Rhodes) as runnerup.
Book prizes were sponsored by Jacana Publishers and Bryan Peirce of Adventures with Nature.

Zoë Woodgate

Nicola Okes

Marine Drouilly
I would have loved to
use better and more
photo’s here, but I
was not able to get the
photos from the main
photographer for the
evening!
- editor

Storme Viljoen
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Highlights of SAWMA 2016
Networking opportunities at the symposium should
never be underestimated!

More photographs will be posted to the
symposium page or on the SAWMA
FaceBook Page!
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A new SAWMA council was elected and instated at the SAWMA Annual General
Meeting during the Conference. They are:

Paul Grobler

President: Paul Grobler (University of the Free State)
Ex-Officio President: Harriet Davies-Mostert (Endangered Wildlife Trust,
Conservation Science)
Vice-President: Dan Parker (University of Mpumalanga)
Treasurer: Pieter Nel (North West Parks & Tourism Board)
Other Council Members:
Kelly Marnewick (Endangered Wildlife Trust), Frans Radloff (Cape Peninsula
University of Technology), Michael Somers (University of Pretoria), Craig Tambling
(Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University), Louw Hoffman (University of Stellenbosch),
Jeanetta Selier (SANBI)
Student member: David Marneweck (University of Pretoria, Endangered Wildlife
Trust)
Council appointed positions:
Scientific Editor (African Journal of Wildlife Research): Dan Parker (University of
Mpumalanga) and Secretariat: Elma Marais

Dan Parker
Harriet Davies-Mostert

Pieter Nel

Craig Tambling

Jeanetta Selier

Louw Hoffman

Michael Somers

Elma Marais

Frans Radloff

Kelly Marnewick

David Marneweck

rnewick
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Dear SAWMA members –
It is a special honour to begin my term as president of the Southern
African Management Association.
I would like to start with a big “Thank You” to our outgoing
president, Harriet, for leading SAWMA for the past two years – the
association is doing well and I appreciate your role in this. It is also
good to know that I will still be able to draw from your expertise in my
term ahead.
To the new Council: I am looking forward to work with you. Some of
us have been working together for a while and I know that your
combined expertise and dedication will contribute to the growth and
impact of SAWMA. A special thank you also to Pieter Nel for the
sound management of our finances.
Our recent annual symposium was highly successful, with the range of topics covered providing a good
overview of the areas of interest of our diverse SAWMA membership. I would like to thank Annemie and her
team, as well as LEDET, for hosting SAWMA 2016. Thank you also to everybody else who contributed to make
this a very successful event. All under the watchful eye and guided by the extraordinary organizing skills of
Elma.
SAWMA has introduced a number of awards and I am really excited about this. We will now be rewarding
excellence in the field of Wildlife Management and Research at different levels; first by recognizing key roleplayers in our field but also by rewarding student members for excellence in their research. The latter will
contribute significantly to make SAWMA visible to a new generation that enter our field.
Our link with our international “sister society”, the Australasian Wildlife Management Society (AWMS),
continues and I will attend their annual symposium in Auckland later this month to further cement the
relationship. A key to making this collaboration work is that as many members as possible should benefit from
the link. As an initial step towards this end, we will soon invite members of AWMS and SAWMA to team up to
write a number of reviews for our journal (or an Australasian equivalent), on topics that are of interest in both
countries.
One area where I would really want to make a difference during my term is to make SAWMA even more active
/ visible between the annual symposia. I think we have done well in this regard. We have an accredited journal
to publicize us to the world; a journal that is doing very well thanks to the efforts of current and previous
editors. We also have our newsletter and social media exposure, our new SAWMA awards and soon our
student awards. Furthermore, SAWMA leadership is in regular contact to ensure the welfare of the association.
Nevertheless, I feel that we can go even further: an extreme example may be to consider the example of some
international professional societies and form local Chapters. If I can quote loosely from the US Fisheries
Society website: “Chapter membership is extremely valuable in bringing together professionals from the same
state, province or other geographic region, and their meetings convey great amounts of information directly
relevant to many attendees because of the localized nature of the Chapter. Chapters are geographically
defined units intended to advance the Society’s objectives over more localized areas”. Perhaps we do not quite
have the numbers to go the chapter route, and some members may already be involved with equivalent local
societies. Nevertheless, I am very open to hear your thoughts about pursuing this, but also to alternative ideas,
to ensure that SAWMA is a vibrant association 12 months of the year.
Warm regards,
- Paul Grobler

SAWMA Matters
Request: One of
the three orginal
SAWMA founders,
Dr Dave Simpson
recently
passed
away. We would
like to honour him
with an obituary in
journal and would
appreciate if one of
the members who
knew him better,
could write it for us.
Please contact us
at
elma@mweb.co.za
if you would be
willing to assist.
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New SAWMA members
Welcome to the following new members who joined SAWMA since June:
Beauty Mukwenhu: Currently involved in Resources and Wildlife Management in Namibia.
Kate Carstens: Student member based in Muizenburg, Cape Town.
Philip Faure: Community Engagement Officer of Durham University's Primate and
Predator Project at Lajuma Research Centre
Savas Couvaras: Retired teacher with a PhD in agriculture and 40 years’ experience in the
animal nutrition field.
Gareth Whittington-Jones: Ecologist and project manager for Panthera.
Arinao Ratshikuni: Game farmer and Chairperson of the Wildlife Translocation of South
Africa.
Sibongisenni Hlabisa: Lecturer at UNISA.

A number of students from various universities recently joined the free student member
group: Marika van Niekerk (University of the Free State), Lesley Marisa (UNISA), Nadine
Hassan (UCT), Stacey Klein (UNISA), Christiaan Lochner (NMMU), Kristina Vallance
(UCT), Katherine Forssman (UCT), Courtney Marneweck (UKZN).

The
SAWMA
council is currently
working on finalizing
criteria in order to
acknowledge
deserving students
who will qualify for
special
rewards.
This
should
be
implemented early
next year.

SAWMA Membership fees 2017

The award(s) will be
structured to ensure
that the student’s
research is brought
to the attention of
the
broader
SAWMA
membership,
and
that the student is
encouraged
to
maintain
ongoing
active involvement
with the association.

Our bank details: Standard Bank, Tyger Manor Branch 050410, Cheque account
number: 270805575. Please use your surname as reference and email proof of
payment to elma@mweb.co.za. Feel free to contact Elma Marais (elma@mweb.co.za)
for any membership enquiries. Outstanding fees for 2016 will be collected in the
next two months, before the end of our financial year end at the end of December
2016. Thanks for your support!

Interested in
becoming a formal
part of the SAWMA
Community?
Feel free to contact
Elma Marais
elma@mweb.co.za
Or visit our website at
http://www.sawma.co.
za

As agreed at the Annual General Meeting Membership fees for 2017 will be as follows:
Local individual members:
Fulltime Student members (Local):
Fulltime Student members (Foreign):
Pensioners:
Foreign individual members:
Local Institutional Subscribers:
Foreign Institutional Subscribers:

R390-00/year
R200-00/year (see announcement below)
R390-00/year (see announcement below)
R200-00/year
USD 110-00/year
R680-00/year
USD 205-00/year

Next year SAWMA will run a
T-Shirt Design Competition
within our student component.
More information / guidelines
will be available in due course,
but the idea is that the T-shirt
should emphasise SAWMA’s
main objectives. This idea was
inspired by a competition that
was run amongst the SAEONGSN
(graduate
student
network) members during
2015.
We hope the example will serve as some inspiration to our student members! Please
submit your designs to David Marneweck: davidm@ewt.org.za
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The latest issue of African Journal of Wildlife Research is available in electronic format
on the SABINET’s upgraded online platform:
http://www.journals.co.za/content/wild2/46/2
The printed version was posted to all paying members who prefer to receive the printed
version of the journal. The full text of the latest issue can be accessed with access
codes. Please contact the secretariat if you have paid your fees and have not received
your login codes yet.

Contents:
RESEARCH ARTICLES
Population Estimates of Spotted Hyaenas in the Kruger National Park, South Africa
Sam M. Ferreira and Paul J. Funston

New associate
editor for the
journal:
Welcome to the recent
addition to the group of
associate editors of the
journal, Lochran Traill,
from the School of
Natural Science and
Psychology of the
Liverpool John Moores
University.

Using a Binomial Mixture Model and Aerial Counts for an Accurate Estimate of Nile
Crocodile Abundance and Population Size in the Kunene River, Namibia
Arnaud Lyet, Ruhan Slabbert, William F. Versfeld, Alison J. Leslie, Piet C. Beytell, and
Pierre Du Preez
Socioeconomic and Health Implications of Human—Wildlife Interactions in Nthongoni,
Eastern Kenya
Danson K. Mwangi, Mercy Akinyi, Fredrick Maloba, Maina Ngotho, John Kagira, David
Ndeereh, and Stanislaus Kivai
Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Warthog (Phacochoerus africanus) Meat
Monlee Swanepoel, Alison J. Leslie, Marieta van der Rijst, and Louwrens C. Hoffman
Large Carnivores as Tourism Flagship Species for the Zimbabwe Component of the
Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area
Esther van der Meer, Muchaneta N. Badza, and Aldwin Ndhlovu

Join our
Facebook group
for
Southern African
Wildlife
Management
Association at:
https://www.facebo
ok.com/groups/888
30115458/?ref=bo
okmarks

Joining the
group will
provide more
access to
interesting news,
jobs, projects and
research papers
on wildlife
management

SHORT COMMUNICATIONS
Re-Introduction Success of Black Rhinoceros in Marakele National Park
Sam M. Ferreira and Cathy Greaver
Namibian Farmland Cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus) Demonstrate Seronegativity for
Antibodies Against Bacillus anthracis
Alexandra Switzer, Linda Munson, Cari Beesley, Patricia Wilkins, Jason K. Blackburn,
and Laurie Marker
BOOK REVIEW
Game Ranch Management - 6th Edition by J. du P. Bothma & J.G. du Toit (Eds), Van
Schaik Publishers, Pretoria. 2016. Price ZAR899 (hardcover), 1012 pp. ISBN 978-0627-03346-9. Dan Parker

Page fees:
SAWMA members qualify for lower page fees for publication in the journal. The cost per
published page for SAWMA members is R200/page. However non-SAWMA authors will
from now on pay R400 per published page. Articles for possible publication in the next issues
of
AJWR
are
welcome
and
can
be
http://www.editorialmanager.com/sawma/default.aspx

submitted

at

the

following

link:

Special edition in the planning
A special edition on “Selective breeding of antelope in South Africa” is currently in the
planning for next year. More details will be available in the near future.
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South Africa steering initiatives for road ecology
By Wendy Collinson
Seven African road ecologists have recently
presented their research at the fifth Infra Eco
Network Europe (IENE), an international
conference on ecology and transportation.
IENE is a network of experts working with
various
aspects
of
transportation,
infrastructure and ecology. The network was
initiated in 1996 to provide an independent,
international and interdisciplinary arena for
the exchange and development of expert
knowledge, and with the aim to promote a
safe and ecologically sustainable panEuropean transport infrastructure.
Our attendance at the 2016 IENE conference
saw a flood of presentations from African
road ecology experts organised into a
‘special Africa session’.
“This was the first time that so many representatives from Africa attended an international conference on road ecology,”
commented Wendy Collinson, the Project Executant of the Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Wildlife and Roads Project, “and it
would not have been possible without the support of Bridgestone SA, the French Foreign Ministry, the French Embassy in
Tanzania, the French Embassy in South Africa, the Fondation pour la Recherche sur la Biodiversité and the IENE Programme
Committee.”
Presentations from the African delegates included work conducted in South Africa and Tanzania highlighting three roadkill
mitigation projects; the use of low-level fences erected by the roadside to reduce roadkill for amphibians, reptiles and small
mammals in northern Limpopo, and in Noordhoek, Cape Town for the Endangered Western Leopard Toad, with the third
project that uses bridges over roads to reduce samango monkey roadkill in the Soutpansberg. Two other presentations
showcased our five-year project that undertakes an assessment of roadkill in protected areas, whilst we also presented our
findings of roadkill data gathered through citizen science, and its value in making decisions for conserving biodiversity on the
roads. Understanding driver behaviour and attitudes towards animals on roads is little understood and research undertaken in
Tanzania was one of the first studies to present this. In addition, the positive benefits of roadkill were also discussed and how it
can assist in identifying parasites.
The EWT first attended the conference in 2014, the first time Africa has been represented, and where they were the proud
recipients of the prestigious IENE Personal Achievement Award. This was to recognise our achievements in communication,
awareness raising and new projects for mitigating the impacts of roads on wildlife in South Africa. It was a huge honour to
receive the award and to be recognised by so many leading experts in the field.
This year’s IENE project Award went to the Handbook of Road Ecology, a book designed to connect current scientific
knowledge and practical requirements to address the pressing issues of transportation infrastructure development. The book
has 114 authors from over 25 countries. Rodney van der Ree and his co-editors Daniel Smith and Clara Grilo brought together
the world’s leading researchers, academics, practitioners and transportation agency personnel to present the current status of
the ecological sustainability of the linear infrastructure. The EWT is proud of their contribution to this impressive and inspiring
book that is attracting more people to the field of road ecology.
The EWT’s Wildlife and Roads Project was supported by Bridgestone SA, N3 Toll Concession, Bakwena Platinum Corridor
Concession, De Beers Group Services and Mikros Traffic Monitoring. Collaborations with the listed projects include: Rhodes
University, University of the Free State, University of Limpopo, University of Venda, North West Parks and Tourism Board,
South African National Parks, Lajuma Research Centre, Toad NUTS Volunteer Group, and Centre for Wildlife Management
Studies, Tanzania.
For further information please contact:
Wendy Collinson
Project executant: Wildlife & Roads Project Endangered Wildlife Trust Tel: +27 11 372 3600
wendyc@ewt.org.za
Constant Hoogstad
Manager: Wildlife & Energy Programme & Wildlife & Roads Project
Endangered Wildlife Trust
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Hunting industry contributes unique knowledge legacy
With the 2014 moratorium on hunting in Botswana, visitors to the country are now exclusively capturing their wild
animal encounters through photography. Companies have made the transition from safari hunting to operating
photographic camps, using their extensive experience and expertise. The data and information collected by trophy
dealer Mochaba’s Debbie Peake and the country’s hunting association over the past 15 years is now being
preserved for use by conservation researchers world-wide through an innovative partnership among the
Botswana Wildlife Management Association (BWMA), the University of Botswana’s Okavango Research Institute
(ORI) and Botswana’s Department of Wildlife and National Parks (DWNP).
Information collected by the BWMA about quotas, concession location, and trophy measurements, as well as
biological specimens, forms an important piece of the knowledge legacy of sustainable and legal hunting in
Botswana. Recognising the valuable insights to wildlife research that these materials can provide, the Association
is working with the University of Botswana’s Okavango Research Institute and the university library’s Special
Collections unit to catalogue and transfer the materials and data to ORI’s library collections in Maun, and to a
widely accessible online database, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility. The DWNP is providing guidance
and advice to the project.
“The Association feels strongly that the knowledge accumulated through the industry’s work in Botswana should
support ongoing economic development of tourism in the country”, says Mrs Peake, Association Secretary. “Our
research results, records of wildlife sightings, and the biological data about herbivores and carnivores, can be put
to use by scientists to better understand our animal populations, and by government to make sure wildlife
continues to be managed well.”
The Okavango Research Institute’s Acting Deputy Director, Research Services and Training, Ketlhatlogile
Mosepele, applauds the Association’s commitment to preserving and sharing its knowledge resources, saying, “
The information collected by the hunting industry contains unique and irreplaceable data that, when analysed by
scientists, can be used for the sustainable management of wildlife in our country. We are delighted that the
BWMA’s records can find a home in our library archives here in Maun, where the safari industry got its start.”
The Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), an international network of government bodies set up to
inform better decisions to conserve and sustainably use the biological resources of the planet, is supporting the
work, funded by the European Union.
More information from: Monica Morrison, Moedi wa Kitso, 686 2825, 71757223. moediwakitso@btcmail.co.bw

BirdLife South Africa has recently introduced
its newest exclusive membership programme
aimed at the youth: A creative and dynamic
platform where education meets the digital
age, everything is social - whether you are an
avid birder or a wandering scientist. Fledge
utilises technology to communicate important
issues in conservation using innovation and
interaction.
Visit http://fledge.birdlife.org.za/ to find out
more and share with young enthusiastic
birders.
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Congratulations!
Nimmi Seoraj-Pillai is receiving her PhD degree from University of the Witwatersrand in December.
Her thesis was entitled: “Human-wildlife conflict in subsistence and commercial farmers in northeastern South Africa.”

Nimmi and her
family
Katy Williams (who is a SAWMA student member) just submitted her PhD thesis to the Department of
Anthropology, Durham University, entitled “Human-brown hyaena relationships and the role of
mountainous environments as refuges in a postcolonial landscape”. She conducted the fieldwork in the
Vhembe district of Limpopo, focussing on the Soutpansberg Mountains.

Katy busy with an
interview
PhD Students: Please continue sending us your news and update us when you are due to
receive your PhD degrees. We would like to share it with our members!
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New .African gamebird book by Rob Little

Photo: Maans Booysen

A monograph on the terrestrial gamebirds and snipes of Africa by Rob Little is at all major book
shops. Terrestrial Gamebirds and Snipes of Africa covers the 74 species of upland gamebirds and
snipes found in Africa according to six groups: guineafowls and Congo Peafowl (7 species),
francolins and partridges (20 species), spurfowls (24 species), quails (3 species), sandgrouse (13
species) and snipes and Eurasian Woodcock (7 species). This handbook offers a concise summary
of the large but scattered body of accumulated scientific research and field guide literature. Pertinent
and interesting facts about the distribution, habits, breeding and conservation of each species are
presented in a readable fashion. Over 250 photographs convey the appearance, characteristic
features, behavioural activities, and in many cases the habitat environment of each bird. Terrestrial
Gamebirds and Snipes of Africa is a worthy addition to the ornithological literature and to the
bookshelves of bird enthusiasts, particularly birders, wing-shooters, land owners and anyone with an
interest in nature and conservation, throughout Africa and across the rest of the world

The Next SAWMA Symposium will be in the Western Cape Province. The
venue and themes are not available yet, but please save the following dates:
10-14 September 2017
Southern African
Wildlife Management
Association
PO Box 217
Bloubergstrand 7436
PHONE:
+27 -21-5541297
FAX:
0866729882
E-MAIL:
elma@mweb.co.za
www.sawma.co.za

Please note that any view or opinion expressed in this newsletter may not necessarily
be that of SAWMA or the SAWMA management.
If you would like to share your news with other SAWMA members, please forward it to
the following email address: elma@mweb.co.za
Warm regards until next time,
Elma Marais
(Newsletter Editor - SAWMA)

Thank you to the Dept. of Animal Sciences of the University of Stellenbosch
as current sponsor of the SAWMA laptop

